Most of the mainstream media gives the impression that both men only acquired a recent comradeship which each other years ago. Despite their raising money to remedy the victims of the tsunami disaster in the Pacific, Bush and Clinton are close allies since the 1980's. Their "good deeds" only mask their devilish deeds, which is the essence of Satanism. Both went to the Bilderberg Group conferences. The Bilderbergers at the 1991 meeting at Baden Baden, Germany made an approval of Clinton's run for the Presidency. What I seek to achieve is to outline both men's lives as bounded by the establishment. Additionally, each of their policies shaped our generation into a total Fourth Reich status. For many of you, this is known, factual material, but for those who are new to the New World Order conspiracy fact [or part of the Second Wave or the new generation of individuals who are in the Patriot/Freedom/9.11 Truth Movement] this is a vital summary of these 2 determined, evil men. In a way, Bush and Clinton are almost exactly the same in their ideologies and agendas of the centralization of power to a few and the show of the claim of ascribing to real "liberty" for America and the world.
George Bush Sr. was born in the Northeast in 1924. Going into WWII working for the Navy at 1942 made George H. W. Bush famous, while his daddy was funding Hitler. Bush almost died in WWII then he was rescued by the military, which was captured on videotape. It's a known historical fact that Bush participated in the Bay of Pigs Operation. James, L. Fletcher Prouty, Webster G. Tarpley, and Anton Chaitkan all prove that George H. W. Bush was a CIA agent as early as 1961 not in the 1970's when he lied about it. The Bay of Pigs was about overthrowing Fidel Castro. In 1959, the Communist Castro, overthrow Batista, a fascist. In May 1960, according to Richard Nixon, President Dwight D. Eisenhower had ordered the CIA to overthrow the new regime. The architects of this plot were Allen Dulles, Richard M. Bissell Jr., General Charles Cabell, E. Howard Hunt, and Richard Nixon. Allen Dulles was the Director of the CIA and Richard M. Bissell Jr., was the CIA man involved according to Ross & Wise. William Bissell, Richard's brother, is a Bonesman. E. Howard Hunt was a CIA agent since 1949 and led the actual invasion of Cuba. George H. W. Bush's role was to train Cuban exiles [i.e. Felix Rodriguez, Eugenio Martinez, Virgilio Gonzales, etc.] to attack Cuba. L. Fletcher Prouty (a military person) delivered 3 U.S. Naval landing craft to Bush in preparation of the invasion named Barbara, Houston, and Zapata (the name of Bush Sr.'s wife, his hometown, and his oil company). His oil company of Zapata was used as a front to do activities. Zapata was created in the 1950's with help from Bonesman Hugh Liedtke [a stockholder and founder of Pennzoil Corporation], a famous oilman. Leidtke assisted Bush in his oil ventures. Felix Rodriguez is a friend of George H. W. Bush to this very day. Another interesting point is that Prescott Bush wrote a letter to Dulles’ wife expressing his anger at JFK. The reason was that JFK fired Allen Dulles for his failures and incompetent over the Bay of Pigs fiasco. Prescott Bush wrote his note to Dulles' wife mentioning that:

"He tried to make a pleasant evening of it, but I was rather sick of heart, and angry too, for it was the Kennedy's that brought about the fiasco. And here they were making Allen to be the goat, which he wasn't and did not deserve. I have never forgiven them." Prescott Bush and the Harriman were the early fathers of CBS. Ironically, CBS reporter Dan Rather would
support the government’s version of the account of the JFK assassination.

Get this from Dr. Henry Makow: "...One of the original investors in Daddy Bush's Zapata Oil was Eugene Meyer, a Chairman of the Federal Reserve, a war profiteer and the publisher of the Washington Post. The Bushes were always operatives for the Illuminati bankers..."

Jack Ruby was a famous character in this events. Ruby was a nightclub manager and there is a Nixon connection to him. According to an old FBI document, Jack Ruby worked with Nixon in the 1940’s. According to the Warren Commission, Ruby had no connections with Oswald, Organized Crime or the Government. That’s a lie of course, because Jack Ruby knew restaurateurs Sam (1920–1970) and Joseph Campisi (1918–1990) since 1947. According to PBS’s Frontline, the Campisis were lieutenants of Carlos Marcello, the Mafia boss who had reportedly talked of killing the President. The Bonannos recognized Jack Ruby as an associate of Chicago mobster Sam Giancana. Before Jack Ruby died, he said that if Adlai Stevenson was Vice President, JFK wouldn’t of have been assassinated. He said that LBJ is one key to these events. In an letter, Jack Ruby accused Lyndon Johnson of being a Nazi and having foreknowledge of the Kennedy assassination. Here’s more quotes from this strange letter:

“...you must believe me that I know what is taking place, so please with all my heart, you must believe me, because I am counting on you to save this country a lot of bloodshed. As soon as you get out you must read Texan looks at Lyndon (A Texan Looks at Lyndon by J. Evetts Haley), and it may open your eyes to a lot of things. This man is a Nazi in the worst order...isn't it strange that Oswald who hasn't worked a lick most of his life, should be fortunate enough to get a job at the Book Building two weeks before the president himself didn't know as to when he was to visit Dallas, now where would a jerk like Oswald get the information that the president was coming to Dallas? Only one person could have had that information, and that man was Johnson who knew weeks in advance as to what was going to happen, because he is the one who was going to arrange the trip for the president, this had been planned long before the president himself knew about, so you can figure that one out. The only one who gained by the shooting of the president was Johnson, and he was in a car in the rear and safe when the shooting took place. What would the Russians, Castro or anyone else have to gain by eliminating the president? If Johnson was so heartbroken over Kennedy, why didn’t he do something for Robert Kennedy? All he did was snub him...”

It's a historical fact that Bush had connections with Cuban radicals involved in the Bay of Pigs invasion, Watergate, and even in the Iran Contra event. After the failure of the Bay of Pigs invasion over cover issues, George H. W. Bush wanted an escalation of Vietnam and challenged JFK to "muster the courage" to try a second invasion of Cuba which John F. Kennedy refused. There are even new documents which link George H. W. Bush to those involved in the murder of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy. Behold.
A memo dated November 22, 1963 came from FBI Special Agent Graham Kitchel to the FBI Special Agent in charge of Houston. The subject is "Unknown Subject; Assassination of President John F. Kennedy." It said that Bush [President of the Zapata Off-shore Drilling Company] of Houston (on 1:45 pm.) told the FBI that James Parrot was discussing about killing JFK. The memo can be found at [http://www.jfkmurdersolved.com/bush.htm](http://www.jfkmurdersolved.com/bush.htm).

The memo said that Bush was using a phone call to the FBI and Parrot might be a student of the University of Houston. The memo also said that George H. W. Bush would go to Dallas, Texas, and remain in the Sheraton-Dallas Hotel then come back to Houston on November 23, 1963. Bush's office telephone number back then was 2-0395. The truth is that Parrot has been cleared and:

"So we have George H. W. Bush telling the FBI that he did not know the source of the information but knew that a John Bircher named James Parrott, who was the same age as Lee Harvey Oswald (24), wanted to kill President Kennedy in Houston. Bush did not know much about Parrott but gave the name of two Republican Party officials in Houston. Of course, Bush's Zapata Off-Shore Drilling Company had been a CIA front since 1960 and had supplied the Bay of Pigs invasion (code named "Zapata") force with two of his company's ex-U.S. Navy landing craft, renamed the "Barbara J" and the "Houston." In any case, Bush's phone call to the FBI was a false lead, and Parrott was cleared. However, Bush's phone call creates more questions about him than about Parrott. First of all, there is no evidence that
Bush was in Tyler when Kennedy was shot. There was no Caller ID in those days that would have allowed Special Agent Kitchel to know, for a fact, that Bush was calling from Tyler. Bush’s wife, Barbara, claimed he was in Tyler but Bush once said he may have been in Port-au-Prince, Haiti that day. But Bush himself admits to the FBI that he was booked into the Sheraton Hotel in Dallas on November 22." (From http://www.conspiracyplanet.com/channel.cfm?channelid=96&contentid=1672 , “The George H. W. Bush - JFK Murder Connection” by WAYNE MADSEN)

The other November 29, 1963 memo (this memo can be found at
JFK's assassination and called George H. W. Bush as a member of the CIA in 1963. So, the memo states the Bush was monitoring the actions of Cuban at 11/22/1963. In the memo, FBI agent Forsythe from Dallas briefed George H. W. Bush of the assassination.

Then there's George DeMohrenschidt who died in March 1977 just before he was to testify on the House Assassinations Committee. His personal address book had the entry "Bush, George H. W. (Poppy) 1412 W. Ohio also Zapata Petroleum Midland" Number 4-6355" Poppy was Bush's nickname, so it refers to Bush 41. DeMohrenschidt, as JFK scholars know, was a friend of Lee Harvey Oswald. George came to the U.S. from Russia and was in contact with Admiral Henry Braton (ex-Director of Naval Communications and he played a supporting vital role for Naval Intelligence's duties in the Bay of Pigs invasion). DeMohrenschidt's testimony could tie George H. W. Bush and others in the assassination, so he was killed in Palm Beach, Florida.

According to the deep-cover CIA officer Trenton Parker, a CIA faction was involved in the death of JFK and he was in the
CIA's counter-intelligence unit, Pegasus. Parker said that his Pegasus unit had tape recordings of plans to assassinate John F. Kennedy. He told James Files in an August 21, 1993 conservation that Nelson Rockefeller, Allen Dulles, Lyndon Johnson of Texas, George H. W. Bush, and J. Edgar Hoover were on the tapes talking about killing JFK. Rodney Stich's "Defrauding America" in 1998 on pgs. 638-639 has this information. J. Hankey's "JFK II: George Bush Connection" is one of the best movies describing the JFK/George H. W. Bush connection.

During his run for Congress in the 1960's, Bush opposed the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In '64, he lost his bid to become part of the U.S. Congress. In 1966, he was finally elected to Congress. Bush 41 was never Pro-Life and his change from Pro-Choice to "Pro-Life" in 1980 is all a farce to earn votes. Even his father, Prescott Bush, was a known member of Planned Parenthood, so population control and baby killing is adjoined with their family tree.

By 1966, he was elected to Congress. George H. W. Bush in August 5, 1969 held hearing on the threat posed by the overpopulation of black babies, which is a lie. He brought the 2 racist professors of William Shackley and Arthur Jense to promote this nonsense. In the 1970's, George H. W. Bush worked for Rockefeller's Zero Population Growth organization, which supported mass abortion and depopulation of the Earth. In fact, George H. W. Bush always supported population control legislation and Planned Parenthood in the 1960's and 1970's. The N.W.O. wants us dead literally. He was appointed by Richard Nixon as ambassador to the United Nations in 1971. Bush arranged for the Association of Voluntary Surgical Contraception (formerly the Sterilization League) to extend its policy of sterilizing children with 'low' IQ to non-white countries. Gerald Ford (a Freemason, an ex-member of the pro-Nazi group American First, and FBI agent who covered up info on the JFK assassination) appointed Bush as Director of the CIA at 1976 after Watergate. In every year of the eighties except one, he was Vice President under Ronald Reagan. Much evidence points to his involvement in Iran Contra.

In a 1988 acceptance speech at a Republican Convention, George H. W. Bush talked on how "a brilliant diversity spread like stars, like a thousand points of light in a broad and peaceful sky." He said it in New Orleans. As many scholars know, the Illuminati readily utilize coded language to convey plans to each other and try to brainwash the masses to accept their goals. Apostate Protestant Chuck Colson loved the concept of the thousand points of light. Now, what does the thousand points of light mean? As early as September 1788, Masons George Washington and Alexander Hamilton used the word "points of light."

The occultist Alice Bailey popularized this concept. Bailey refers to the lights as man's inner being from the sun god and men who are in the occult leadership called the "New Group of World Services" are apart of the Brotherhood (Illuminati). Bailey wrote about this in her 1957 book, "The Externalization of the Hierarchy." Alice Bailey in this 1957 book described the points of light as the leaders of the occult group called the New Group of World Servers. Bailey's husband is a Freemason and Alice is a big New Ager. Bailey believed that the points of light and light groups were necessary in building up the New Age. Bailey believed that an invocation ritual was needed in order for Light to exist among men. These Light isn't the true Light of God, but a New Age false Light (since Light never accepts the occult at all). In Alice Bailey's other books (like entitled "A Treatise on White Magic"), she called mankind the Light and Saviour (when only Jesus Christ is the true Saviour of the world). Bush's words were used to establish his allegiance to the Elite and condition citizens of this magical alchemy. Afterwards, Bush made his Points of Light Foundation. It's logo appears to have a torch and with a light glowing and appears to be showing the sun god and his goddess. It may also be a man and woman facing each other in a sexual position according to Texe Marrs.

1,000 obviously in the occult means the New World Order, the sign of Aquarius, new beginnings, the 1,000 petaled lotus, and other concepts. Bush in his speech mentions the Order of Ahepa, which is a Greek-American-fraternal organization that some claim is similar to Freemasonry. AHEPA is short for the American Hellenic Educational Progressive Association. It was wounded in Atlanta in 1922, because of the rampant overt bigotry in American society.
Most members are of Greek descent. Bush also promoted the "New harmony" which is unity in diversity, a New Age tenet. In his State of the Union address, he focused on the illumination of mankind. This is not the real light of the world, which is Jesus Christ, but the false light of Lucifer. During his Presidency, evil things flowed constantly. It's a historical fact that George H. W. Bush and the U.S. government funded Saddam Hussein, the evil dictator and tyrant throughout the 1980's unto even the early 1990's. The U.S. supplied Iraq with Anthrax according to William Thomas' book "Bringing the War Home" giving 19 containers of Anthrax bacteria supplied to Iraq in 1988 by the American Type Culture Collection company, located near Fort Detrick, MD, the site of the U.S. Army's high security germ warfare labs.

Even as early as 1983, when Rusmfeld shook Saddam's hand, that gave way for the US to send Iraq chemical and biological weapons according to recently de-classified governmental documents. APFN and tons of other researchers have conclusively proven that the U.S. government funded Saddam since 1959 and gave Saddam chemical and biological weapons before. Russ W. Baker reported in the March/April issue of the Colombia Journalism (CJR) "...ABC News Nightline opened last June 9 with words to make the heart stop. It is becoming increasingly clear, said a grave Ted Koppel, that George Bush, operating largely behind the scenes throughout the 1980's, initiated and supported much of the financing, intelligence, and military help that built Saddam's Iraq into the aggressive power that the United States ultimately had to destroy..." Secret National Security Directives existed signed by Bush Sr. in 1989 ordering close ties to Baghdad paving the way for $1 billion in new aid. For example, after the Gulf War on September 11, 1990, he called for a New World Order (11 years to the day before 9/11). The National Endowment sent millions of taxpayers' dollars to the sick, blasphemous art for the Arts.

Taxes rose on high levels despite his "Read my lips-no new taxes!" promise. Pro-Life demonstrators in the late 1980's and early to mid 1990's were brutally assaulted and arrested by the police, allowed by Bush Sr. Bush supported the occult-inspired Earth Summit in Rio do Janeiro (which dealt with ideas that wanted to steal people's property without compensation in exchange for “saving” the environment), which is immoral. He's also an Honorary Knight of Malta. Today, he lives in Texas and promoted President George W. Bush's agenda.
Bill Clinton

He was born in 1946 at Arkansas, whose father is rumored to be Winthrop Rockefeller. Technically, Bill Clinton’s father was William Jefferson Blythe, Jr., who was a traveling salesman. He died in an automobile accident three months before Bill was born. Bill Clinton’s mother was named Virginia Dell Cassidy. Bill Clinton’s stepfather was Roger Clinton Sr. Roger was abusive to Virginia and Bill. According to FBI and local police officials, his Uncle Raymond -- to whom young Bill turns for wisdom and support -- is a colorful car dealer, slot machine owner and gambling operator, who thrives on the fault line of criminality (except when his house is firebombed). Uncle Raymond's gambling operations are franchised by the Marcello organization of New Orleans. Hot Springs, Arkansas had great illegal gambling operations. Clinton was always a water boy for the elite. As a child, he was a DeMolay Freemason and promotes the Scottish Rite to this day. During high school, he shook hands with President John F. Kennedy. Winthrop Rockefeller, then Governor of New York State, was the master of the ceremony and Winthrop was there with both Bill and JFK. Clinton worked in high school as an interim to Arkansas’ U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright. During the 1960’s, he worked in the government to be a Rhodes Scholar. Everyone knows that Bubba is a sexual deviant, but accusations of rape against Slick Willie originated as far back as 1969. Rixon Stewart’s "Bloody Bill Clinton: American Caligula" said that in 1969, a retired State Department employee said that he believed that a young England woman claimed that she
was raped by Bill Clinton. Clinton went to the Soviet Union in Moscow to "protest" the Vietnam War as well. During college, he received his law degree at Georgetown University, a Jesuit school. Bill Clinton, according to several agency sources interviewed by biographer Roger Morris, works as a CIA informer while briefly and erratically a Rhodes Scholar in England. Although without visible means of support, he travels around Europe and the Soviet Union, staying at the ritziest hotel in Moscow.

Some write that Bill Clinton was apart of Operation Choas. Operation Choas was a government plan to break down student resistance to the Vietnam War and the draft. It’s been proven that the CIA and the FBI infiltrated anti-war groups during the 1960’s and the early 1970’s. He went to Oxford University at England to be a Rhodes Scholar. His idol was Professor Carroll Quigley [the archivist of the CFR] Quingley wrote "The Tragedy and Hope" in favor of the CFR's agenda and global government. The book was 1,300 pages and this influenced Clinton to be a 100% puppet of the Elite. Quigley writes in his “Tragedy and Hope” book that: “That the two political parties should represent opposed ideals and policies . . . is a foolish idea. Instead, the two parties should be almost identical . . . The policies that are vital and necessary for America are no longer subjects of significant disagreement, but are disputable only in detail, procedure, priority, or method. " This reality outlines the Left/right paradigm that exists to this day.

He married Hillary Clinton, a globalist who once was a chairperson of the New World Foundation, a N.W.O. group. At 29, he became Arkansas’ attorney general in 1976 then governor. In the 1980’s, Bill allowed Mena, Arkansas to be a depository to send cocaine to America. Major drug trafficker Barry Seal, under pressure from the Louisiana cops, relocates his operations to Mena, Arkansas. Barry Seal is the famous CIA-allied drug dealers that shipped drugs into America. Bill Clinton gives Arkansas Traveler awards to Contra operatives Adolpho and Mario Calero and John Singlaub in 1987. Clinton associates like Little Rock businessman Dan Lasater, who was convicted of cocaine distribution and later pardoned by then-Governor Clinton. Clinton is a member of the CFR, Trilateral Commission, and Bilderberger group. So, in 1992, many Bilderbersers and Illuminatus Rockefeller supportes his candidacy for President. Pamela Harriman [Averill Harriman's wife and Averell was a Bonesman] who helped Democratic campaigns and funded Clinton. In the 1980’s, Pamela made Bill chairman of her PAM PAC group. The Clintons and McDougals buy land in the Ozarks for $203,000 with mostly borrowed funds. The Clintons get 50% interest with no cash down. The plot, known as Whitewater, is fifty miles from the nearest grocery store. The Washington Post will report later that some purchasers of lots, many of them retirees, "put up houses or cabins, others slept in vans or tents, hoping to be able to live off the land." More than half of the purchasers will lose their plots thanks to the sleazy form of financing used. Two months after commencing the Whitewater scam, Hillary Clinton invests $1,000 in cattle futures. Within a few days she has a $5,000 profit. Before bailing out she earns nearly $100,000 on her investment. Many years later, several economists will calculate that the chances of earning such returns legally were one in 250 million.

When Bill Clinton became President, his legacy was laundry list of treason. China gate, when the U.S. gave China high technology existed (like Bill Clinton allowed Loral Space and Communications to sell the Chinese the technology they needed to launch satellites, even though it meant they had to be given extremely sensitive guidance technology); bashing conservative Christians, etc. were commonplace. His '93 inauguration was occult to the core. He said that he wanted to "force the spring" which witches know that is witchcraft language. This refers to May 1st bringing forth the season of fertility which take credit for. May 1st is known as Beltaine or the time Lucifer (Baal) arises the underworld according to witchcraft and Satanism. Witches “force the spring” in 3 Sabats at Imbolg (Ground Hog Day), vernal equinox (March 20 with blood and sex rituals), and Beltaine (May 1). Clinton forced the spring by choosing 3 female candidates until February 2 or Imbolg. Bill Clinton and Hillary would meet to New Agers and
mediums for advice after the November 1994 elections like Jean Houston and Mary Catherine Bateson. Hillary Clinton was so occultic that she claimed she spoke to Eleanor Roosevelt in a scene and that she spoke back.

Clinton is pictured with his left hand using the Satanic hand sign. Clinton's Presidency was filled with evil, but was a launching pad for the obviously corrupt Bush 43 administration. Clinton readily participated in pre-emptive attacks on foreign countries like Somalia and Bosnia. Clinton used Janet Reno, Hillary Clinton, the FBI, U.S. military, and the BATF to kill over 100 people at Waco Texas. For those who don't know about Waco, it occurred in 1993 where even the U.S. Delta Force and the Army gassed the compound and burned the building. This violated the Posse Comitatus Act of 1878, because the U.S. military was used against civilians. CS gas was used which was banned under the Paris Convention. Also, many people have exposed the tyranny and terrorism inflicted on Waco before. The OKC bombing was a means where Slick Willie passed his illegal Counter-Terrorism Bill in 1996 that violated many civil liberties. The S-8 Crime Control Act of 1993 and the Assault Weapons ban [which was eliminated in 2004] was passed by Bill, which was anti-2nd Amendment and pro-prison industrial complex.

BILL CLINTON’S CABINET MEMBERS INCLUDE SOME OF THESE PEOPLE

- Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen (He is a member of the Bilderberg Group, was a CFR member and he was connected to the S&L scandal).

- Secretary of Health & Human Services Donna Shalala (She is a CFR member, a Trilateralist, and a close friend of Hillary Clinton)

- Secretary of Defense Les Aspin (He is a CFR member and his top assistant was the far left Morton Halperin. Halperin was also a director of the ACLU, and worked loyally for Henry Kissinger at the National Security Council)
-Secretary of State Warren Christopher (He is a CFR member)

-CFR member R. James Woosley was the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency.

-Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt (Babbitt is a CFR member and is pro-elite)

-United States Ambassador to the United Nations Madeleine Albright (She is a liberal establishment figure. She supported the 1988 Presidential campaign of Michael Dukakis. She was a member in the CFR and the Trilateral Commission. Albright was a professor in the Jesuit Georgetown University).

-Secretary of Labor Robert Reich (He is a known lover of Keyneisan economics)

-Attorney General Janet Reno (Reno is the famous murderer of innocent people at Waco, TX. The people at Waco believed that they were the true Jews and flew the Jewish flag at Waco. Notice that Reno loves the Anti-Defamation League).

-Surgeon General of the U.S. Dr. Joyceyn Elders (She is famous for popularizing the demonizing of pro-life citizens in America during the 1980's and the 1990's. Ironcically, Elders supports abortion for teenagers for mere economic convenience. Forget adoption, she wants the murder of the unborn. She even supported sexual education for those in preschool).

-Secretary of Housing & Urban Development Henry Cisveros (He is a CFR as well)

-Secretary of Education Richard W. Riley (Riley was a participant at Renaissance Weekend)

-CFR member Lawrence H. Summer was the Undersecretary for International Affairs in the U.S. Department of the Treasury, then became the Secretary of the Treasury by 1999.

Former FBI Agent, Gary Aldrich, writing in his book, "Unlimited Access” exposed more secrets in the Clinton White House that few of the public know about. He accused the administration of having an amoral worldview, some of the staffers used illegal drugs, recreational sex in the White House by people, etc. It’s readily known that William Jefferson Clinton didn't act strong enough to handle the Al-Qaeda situation, a CIA creation. World Net Daily reported that the Clinton administration didn’t control telecommunication devices sent to Muslim extremists. Also, Sudan offered Bin Laden for arrest to Clinton plus a lot of the details of the al-Qaeda network, but Clinton refused to take action. Eyewitness accounts from Paul and Mary Lee Flay, Neil McDonald, Larry Patterson (former Clinton bodyguard), L.D. Brown (former bodyguard), Dolly Kyle Browning, and Dick Morris all said that Bill Clinton said the "N" word and "GDN." According to their testimonies, Clinton would say these comments behind African Americans' back like Jesse Jackson [33rd Degree Prince Hall Freemason/a member of the CFR] and Say McIntosh (Little Rock black leader). I knew this for years and Clinton is a racist coward, despite of what you see on TV. Here's more:

"In More than Sex: The Secrets of Bill and Hillary Clinton Revealed! — a new audio set published by NewsMax.com — a former Clinton bodyguard and retired Arkansas State Trooper, Larry Patterson,
reveals that Clinton was not beyond making derogatory remarks against African Americans. Patterson said that the remarks, which included the use of the "N" word, was voiced by Clinton in anger against black critics and opponents. Clinton also tolerated the use of the "N" word by political leaders and business leaders he dealt with, Patterson recalled.

"When [Bill Clinton] had black political leaders in the state and he disagreed with them, he would frequently use the 'N' word," Patterson said. Patterson said Clinton never made the remarks directly to any African American but, on occasion, "after he got out of the meetings."

Patterson cited the example of Say McIntosh, a local civil rights activist and restaurant owner in Little Rock. McIntosh "printed all kinds of flyers about Bill Clinton and there were a lot of confrontations between Say McIntosh [and Clinton]." During Clinton's 1992 campaign for president, McIntosh started distributing flyers and posters criticizing Clinton's record vis-à-vis the black community in Little Rock, among the poorest in the nation. Clinton supporters said McIntosh was angry with then-Governor Clinton for not commuting the sentence of his son who had been in state prison for drug-related charges. McIntosh had also claimed Clinton was a deadbeat dad for not helping Danno Williams, an African American child. McIntosh alleged Clinton was the boy's father. The Clinton-McIntosh feud bore significant resemblance to the plot of the fictional book Primary Colors...McIntosh's dislike of Clinton was well known by correspondents covering Clinton, as the two would openly clash at public meetings. Patterson said Clinton referred to McIntosh as a "N----" after "one of these confrontations in a public forum, after we got in the car."

Clinton also used the "N" word in 1992 when referring to Jesse Jackson, Patterson said. Patterson said he was not present when the remark was made, but was informed by other troopers. Patterson also learned from two troopers, including L. D. Brown, that Clinton made particularly vulgar remarks about an African American state trooper who had died in the line of duty.

According to the troopers, as Governor Clinton left the service for the slain officer he remarked that "it was just a G-d d--- mother f---- cop that had been killed." Patterson said the two troopers also reported Clinton had referred to the dead officer as a "pig." Are such remarks typical for Clinton? Patterson claims that the Bill Clinton you see on television is not the real Bill Clinton. "This man is so good at putting on this façade, this front, and then you see the real man. His public face and his private face are 180 degrees." (From http://www.geocities.com/republican_strategist/clinton-racist.html "Trooper: Clinton Called Black People He Didn't Like "N----" NewsMax.com September 20, 1999) He's a hypocritical and racist joke and it's a shame that many black people don't realize that. Two Arkansas state troopers describe arguments between the Clintons, including (in the words of Washington Times reporter Jerry Seper) "foul-mouthed shouting matches and furniture-breaking sessions."

In terms of adultery, Monica Lewinsky, was the one moment that almost bring him down. When confronted with the truth, he lied under oath by telling that he never had sex with that woman. He was impeached, but the Senate acquitted him. Many of his Brother Masons acquitted him like KKK Senator Robert Byrd, Trent Lott, etc. Freemasonry like many secret order concealed their total agenda form the public:

"...In Freemasonry is concealed ... the path the student must tread in order to join those who are really the living powers behind the thrones of modern national and international affairs. The true student realizes most of all that the taking of degrees does not make a man a Mason. A Mason is not appointed; he is evolved and he must realize that the position he holds in the exoteric lodge means nothing compared to his position in the spiritual lodge of life...."

- p. 18 The Lost Keys of Freemasonry, Manly P. Hall., 1923, 1976
According to Malcolm Duncan's Duncan's Ritual of Freemasonry, New York, David McKay Co., 94 when a Freemason is having his 3rd Degree oath, Masons conceal all crimes except treason and murder. At the 7th Degree and the 13th degree according to Duncan and Dr. Cathy Burns, all crimes are concealed by fellow Masons except treason and murder. They can assist each other whether they're righteous or not. No wonder many Masons helped Clinton to overcome trial for lying under oath. Clinton did under his watch lower crime, lower unemployment, made a surplus, but the Elite did use him as a dry run for George W. Bush, the man who led us into almost WWIII. Clinton speaks and rumors abound of whether he will have a spot on the United Nations. Recently, he received surgeries for his heart and lungs as a product of his unhealthy food lifestyle. His memoirs My Life sold millions of copies and he's a golden boy of the establishment.

In the mid 1980's, Bill Clinton met with David Rockefeller to discuss about his future plans. As you can see, Bill Clinton is definitely an adept in the occult Mystery School. New Ager Jean Houston worked with the Clinton White House in Camp David. Houston would provide services with Hillary and Bill Clinton regularly. Houston promotes “spirit guides” and altered states of consciousness. The New Age book called “Manual for the Peacekeeper: an Iroquois Legend to Heal Self
“and Society” was read by both President Bill Clinton and Hillary. Jean Houston follows the deception that we humans have a “God-Self.” The image on the right is the logo of the 33rd Degree of Scottish Rite of Freemasonry. The double headed eagle holds sword above the Earth in the midst of clouds. Ironically, Clinton is supported by a myriad of Freemasons. Bill Clinton was the man who bridged the gateway of the global elite’s plans from the 1990’s into the turbulent terrorism filled 21st century.

Ironically, Rev. W. O. Vaught was a 32nd Degree Scottish Rite Freemason. He would lead Bill Clinton to support abortion and the death penalty. Abortion kills innocent life. The death penalty is supported in the OT and NT, but it has been abused to effect innocent people (including blacks, minorities, and poor people). Bill Clinton was so pro-abortion that vetoed partial abortion ban bills when mainstream doctors expose how partial birth abortion isn’t a necessary procedure at all. In the 21st century, he lied and demonized sincere Pro-Lifers constantly. Clinton and his Masonic brothers New Gingrich and Robert Dole praised gun control measures, NAFTA and the WTO (these groups lowered American manufacturing jobs), U.N., World Bank funding, and extreme foreign aid spending. Bill Clinton was complicit in the bombings of civilian infrastructure in Belgrade (in Serbian areas). NATO also worked with U.S. military to get these goals accomplished. Like Hitler did with making people demonizing Lutherans, Clinton lied and promoted the hatred of constitutional groups, Patriots, and real Christians in this nation. Bill Clinton has lied against pro-lifers as calling us that we don’t want to help women. The truth is that pro-life people have helped women for centuries in the world not only in America via emergency centers, counseling, giving women information on the reality of abortion, and other solutions. The truth is also that I don’t want an innocent baby to get their body parts destroyed.

Bill Clinton was also confronted by the We Are Change group on many occasions in 2007 and beyond. They like Matt Lepacek and Luke Rudkowski exposed Clinton on his Bilderberg connections, his controversy in the drug dealing depot of Mena Arkansas, Clinton’s link to the globalist Council on Foreign Relations, his refusal to extradite the CIA-influenced puppet Osama bin Laden, and his other nefarious actions over the years. Bill Clinton was confronted by people telling him that 9/11 was an inside job. Clinton denies that 9/11 was an inside job when there is no evidence that Osama bin Laden caused Building Number Seven to collapse or NORAD stand down to prevent the attacks to occur in the first place. Building Number
has no plane hitting it, yet it fell in a symmetrical fashion in less than 8 seconds. Much of the remains of the Twin Towers were shipped into China without metallurgical tests. Drills occurred during the morning of the 9/11 attacks that was used as a distraction, so the attacks can occur. Top government officials had been warned prior to 911 not to fly that day. President George W. Bush’s younger brother, Marvin Bush, was on the board of directors of the electronics security company that monitored the WTC towers in the 2-years preceding the 911-attacks. Hundreds of firefighters and rescue workers who were there have testified that they heard multiple explosions before the buildings came down. The crime of 9/11 occurred as a pretext for the elite to attempt to form their new world order (as admitted by CFR member Gary Hart in his speech just days after 9/11). Even the FBI said that there is no hard evidence to linked Osama to 9/11. Criminals like Brzezinski help fund the Mujahadeen, which evolved into the al-Qaeda network by the 1980’s. Zbigniew Brzezinski is one of the elderly globalists in our generation. He admitted in 1979 that: “…I encouraged the Chinese to support Pol Pot. I encourage the Thai to help the Khmer Rouge. The question was how to help the Cambodian people. Pol Pot was an abomination. We could never support him. But China could.” Brzezinski is even pictured shaking the hands of Chinese Communist leader Deng Xiaopin. He supported the new world order since the early 1970’s. He said that: “…This regionalization is in keeping with the Tri-Lateral Plan which calls for a gradual convergence of East and West, ultimately leading toward the goal of ONE WORLD government. National sovereignty is no longer a viable concept…” The U.S. government lied about what happened in 9/11 even with the EPA stonewalling about the polluted air that occurred in 9/11. People ask questions and questions about 9/11 have a right to be asked. The real people who carried out 9/11 will never escape the ultimate Judgment of God. Of course, I disagree with him. We live in a place now where video cameras are everywhere and some law enforcement still act as thug criminals. Now in 2009, I’m moving forward with my life.

By Timothy